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Sub:- Measures for growth in assessment and
reduction in distribution losses.

In order to

in assessment commensurate with
reduction in distribution losses, following measures are considered
ensure better growth

inevitable:-

(i) Incidence of locked premises should be minimized by making repeated
visits to such consumer's premises on the next day either in the morning or in
the evening so that chances of getting the reading from consumer's premises
accessible are more. Further though as per clause No. 37 of Terms &
ionditions for supply of Electricity, 2AA4, effective from 13.8.04, average
billing is to be done in such cases, on the basis of preceding four months
--;onsumption. Best efforts should be made to get the consumer's premises
unlocked and take the actual reading. Where, even after all efforts, it is not
possible, then in all such cases average consumption should be computed at
the level of sub-division and be advised for billing accordingly to the
computer agency through MB-l1.

(ii)

Reading taken by the meter readers should be got verified. Services of
field officers/staff visiting site for effecting dis-connections, Re-connection,
change of meters and other works may be utilised for this purpose.

(iii)

Where meters are burnt and it appears impossible to take the readings
because of smoky glass, meter reading in such cases, should be noted by the
'EN by breaking glass of such meters for billing the consumer on the basis of
:tual readings, as far as possible.

(iv)

In case of road light connections, there may be chances of number of
unauthorized road light points due to non-availability of road light wire, the
consumption of such road light points are not recorded in the meter. Such
road light points should be checked and verified immediately by the field
officers/staff and energy consumption thereof be computed as per erstwhile
RSEB order No.Comml.-100 dated 31.10.95 for serving the correct bills
accordingly.
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(u)

case of burnt/defectiveistopf,ed mete',rs where billing was done on
average basis and period of average billing lalling prior !o 1].8t04 i.e. the
date on which Terms and Conditions for Supply of Electricity 2004 came into
force, then average already charged should be revised immediately on the'
basis of succeeding four months consumption, if not already done earlier in
terms of GCOS of erstwhile
,RSEB'

In

(vi)

It has been observed that generally the amount of under charges as may
be arising out of auditlvigilance checking or wrong billing etc. are debited
through cc8.an and advice thereof sent to the computet agency through
CB-4ICB-15 but coffesponding consumption thereof in terms of units is not
accounted for. In order to ensure this, the under charges debited since
April,g4 may be reviewed in the first instance and consumption of units not
accounted for be debited immediately, thereafter cases pertaining to previous
years may also be looked for the company period and be debited in similar
manner.

(vii)

ln several

cases, after dis-connection, consumers reconnects the supply

on their own but their consumption is not sent through MB-l1 to computer
agency for billing, in view of provisions laid dorvn in JPR-5/235 dt.l3.8.04
for the period from 13.8.04 onwards or as per General Conditions of Supply
for earller period, such cases should be checked and necessary advice/debit
be sent to computer agency immediately.

(viii) In order to ensure that the multiplying factor is correctly taken for the
purpose of billing, it is necessary that the same is checked as per joint
insiection report with the ledger. In the first instance, such checking be
carried out for cuirent financial yeffi, thereafter for the whoie of the company

period. There may also be cases where M.F. though being applied to arrive at
ih. ronrumption of the consumer but joint inspection report not prepared due
to copection not falling under the jurisdiction of the M&P Wing, all such
cases should be checked physically by the JENs/AENs concerned. They will
ensure that billing is done'as per correct M.F. of the consumer. The
concemed XEN(O&M) would ensure its compliance.

(i")

There may be cases where meters of Nigam Offices/Sub-stations or
other offices etc. are not functioning properly. Meter should be replaced
immediately in all such cases to ensure propel'billing.

Assessment of all pending VCIts prepared by the O&M
Officers/Vigilance Wing should be ensured by sending necessary advices to

(")

computer agencies.
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(xi) Bills of consum.ru *fi"t

meters are lost, stolen or are otherwise
inaccessible are to be done on average basis. Lt should be ensured to advise
computer agencies for average to be charged through MB-ll for billing the
consumers accordingly.
ensure cnrrect revenue billing and proper accountal of
energy as well, Circle AO as well as AAO will undertake tours of the subdivisions for 10 days in a month for which they are authorised to hire one
vehictre for the purpose for the period upto 15.3.04 and shall be utilised by the
both of them.
r-i-*;.4,'^;i.
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( A.K.Jainf
Chief Accounts Officer

In order to

-

Copy to the following for inforrnation and necessary action :1. The Chief Engineer (O&M-I/IIlComml.), JPD, Jaipur.
2. The F.A. & Controller of Accounts, JPD, Jaipur.
3. The Dy. Chief Engineer (
), JPD, Jaipur.
4. The Addl. Superintendent of Police (Vig.), JPD, Jaipur
5. The Superintending Engineer (
), JPD,
6. The Company Secretary, JPD, Jaipur.
7. The Sr. Accounts Officer/Accounts Officer (
), FD,
alongwith 5 spare copies
8. The Executive Engineer (
), JPD,
for the sub-divisions under control.
9. The Executive Engineer (MIS), JPD, Jaipur.
10. P.A. to the Managing Dir"ector, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
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(A-r..rai;i'
Chief Accounts Officer
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